
JPS LOFTS CHARITY SALE
When James had his brain tumour operation and I was diagnosed with cancer, after our treatment we decided
that at some point we would sell some top-quality birds to raise funds for the two hospitals that treated us,
namely the John Radcliffe Neurology Department in Oxford and the James Cook Haematology Department,
Middlesbrough. We have put together the following 24 Lots that represent some of the cream of our breeding
lofts. We are both fully aware that it is not the best time of the year to sell old birds, however these are all top
specimens, so with this in mind we will give a youngster no later than the end of May with every old bird
purchased. The youngster will be a grandchild of choice from any of our top breeders on JPSlofts.com
We would just like to add that Mark Walker of Walkers Couriers, the No. 1 courier service, has kindly donated the
carriage of all 24 old birds free (young birds to be paid by the buyer). We would also like to thank Peter Bennett for
photographing all the birds for free and Lee Fribbins at the Racing Pigeon for the free advert. Also a big thank you to Les
Parkinson and Kim Crowley for putting the sale on their auction site Elimar for free.

The sale will hopefully run on Elimar from
Wednesday, 28th February, ending Sunday, 4th March (evening). 

As the carriage and photos are free the starting price of each bird is £65 (this is what the photo and carriage would cost). 
For any information on any of the birds please ring Ian Stafford on 07786 938300 (up until 9pm)

Every penny raised from the sale of these birds will be split 50/50 between the two charities

NEHU10EC6241
Direct son of Superstar Mukin Fagic, 1st
Open NEHU Bourges winner 2013 and Bird
of the Year in the NEHU and UNC same
year. Dam daughter of Big Smithy, his full
cousin and also Bourges National winner
2014. 6241 carries an old ring, He was
bred late 2016.

GB15A28203. 
One of the stars of the sale, we have only ever let
a few go bred this way and only for this very worthy
cause is he for sale. Direct from Big Smithy when
paired to Topstar’s Princess, the No. 1 dtr of
Topstar and Diva in the Uk 

NEHU15FUT62
The perfect mate for the previous Leo
Heremans cock, she is bred from the best
son of our original pair of Leo Heremans.
The son of Rossi x the daughter of Nieuwe
Rossi and Eenoogske, the dream pair of
Leo Heremans. 62 has bred winners and
would grace any loft in the Uk

NEHU13Z12988
A sensational and very special Leo
Heremans, son of Hugo Viana, who was a
direct son of Hugo, a direct son of The
Olympiade 003. Hugo won 3 x 1st for Leo
Heremans, you don’t get much closer than
this to the Leo Hereman kingpin. Dam a direct
daughter of Safe Bet who was our best
daughter of the Safiere pair of Leo Hereman.
1188 has bred winners

NWHU17T1055
A latebred daughter, bred in August
specially for this cause. She is off one of
our nicest daughters of Pennine Heights
and Topstar’s Princess, the Tarbes NFC
winner and Uk record long-distance winner

NWHU17T1078
A most beautiful latebred, daughter of our
best son of Pennine Heights and Topstar’s
Princess. Bred specially for this sale

NWHU17T1077
Nestmate to 1078, being bred from our
best son of Pennine Heights and Topstar’s
Princess. 77 and 78 are only young but are
crackers

NWHU17T1066
1066 is a very special pigeon and in my eyes one
of the very best in this sale, bred in August
especially for this super cause. She is a daughter
to our best racing hen Iron Maiden, winner of 2nd
Up North Combine Reims 2017, over 11 hours
on the wing (came with Combine winner). She
also won 3rd, 5th and 10th Fed and she was only
a yearling. What makes 1066 so special is her
sire Bright Spark, 1st Club, 1st Fed, 1st Section,
1st Yearling and 7th UNC Bourges 2017. She is
the best de Rauw Sablon x Brockamps x New
Laureate bloodlines you can get



NWHU17T1064
A cracking latebred from our best son of
Golden Eye, the No. 1 Rudy de Saere cock
in the Uk. He has bred 6 youngsters to
race in 2 seasons, 5 out of 6 scored in the
first 10 in Fed, 2 won over £13,500 in the
Loftus breeder/buyer (the biggest
breeder/buyer in the Uk)

NWHU17T1060
A most beautiful grandchild of the Uk long-
distance record holder and NFC Tarbes
winner Pennine Heights when he was
paired to Topstar’s Princess

NWHU17T1059
A lovely son to one of our best sons of the
Black Bear, our top breeding son of Rudy
de Saere’s Neymar, long-distance
Champion of All Belgium in the kBDB

NWHU17T1058
A sensational grandchild of both the Black Bear
and Golden Eye, the No. 1 de Saere cock in the
Uk. These de Saeres will make a very big
impact in the near future in the Uk as the
Vandenabeeles did before them

GB15A27695
A fantastic son to one of our very best
breeders, Topdog, sire and g.sire to
winners galore all over the Uk. He is the
best son of Topstar and Diva in the Uk

GB15A28048
A lovely grandson of Mukin Fagic and The

Machine

NEHU16EC1199
A direct son to Big Smithy, the Bourges
2014 UNC and NEHU Open winner 2014.
Dam is his own daughter. 1199 was a 2016
latebred

GB15A28373
A magnificent daughter to the super breeder
Topdog, No. 1 son of Topstar and Diva in the
Uk, only this time paired to a dtr of Mark
Gilbert’s Champion Darkie

GB15S85085. 
A cracking cock, direct from the Blauwe
Laureaat, one of the best sons of the New
Laureate in the Uk, winner of 1st Int Barcelona,
co owned by Pipa & Hugo Batenburg

GB15S85105
The perfect mate for 85085, she is direct
from the Blauwe Laureate yet again on to a
different hen

GB16A30670
A magnificent cock, direct from Witbuik’s
Double, our top son of the New Witbuik, the
1st National Barcelona winner

GB16A30711
Dtr of one of the best sons of the Blauwe Prins
in the Uk, sold for €156,000, the best of the de
Rauw Sablons

GB16N65481
Another most beautiful dtr of our super son
of the Blauwe Prins, sold for €156,000

GB16R34054
A lovely cock bred from two of our direct
Rudy de Saeres

GB16R34068
Full details will be on Elimar.

Very special!

GB16R34078
Lovely hen, bred out of the very top drawer of Rudy
de Saere’s bloodlines, direct from The Godfather
and Jennifer, son of New Jens, 1st National winner
x daughter of New Jens


